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Abstract
Knowledge sharing is particularly important for co-creating, discussing, or acquiring
innovative ideas. Crowdsourcing, as an enabler of open innovation, has raised the question
about the kind of organising forms and/or managerial interventions it may require or
underpin. However, there is little consensus in management studies on how to best design a
crowdsourcing initiative (contest) with regard to the mechanisms to engage an online
community. In this paper, starting from an exploratory case study on the project “Stati
Generali della Formazione e del Lavoro” (General Assembly on Training and Work)—a
crowdsourcing experience designed for a large community of professional trainers, planned
and managed by University of Milano-Bicocca and AIF Academy (Associazione Italiana
Formatori), a broad representative association of Italian trainers—we study the factors
influencing the decision of the participants (a.k.a., solvers) to become involved (and to what
extent) in a contest. The study could contribute to the debate on crowdsourcing by both
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underlining important governance factors involved and providing empirical evidence of the
link between management strategies and crowdsourcing success.

1.

Introduction and motivation

Innovation contests have been used by an increasing number of organisations for knowledge
sharing and for co-creating or acquiring innovative ideas with the help of the crowd. However,
although there are a growing number of studies on how innovation and crowdsourcing should
be managed for commercial as well as societal purposes (Stieger et al., 2012; Majchrzak and
Malhotra, 2013, 2020; Malhotra and Majchrzak, 2014), in management studies there is still little
consensus on how to best design and implement a contest in terms of the mechanisms to
engage, strengthen and monitor an online community. Since the success of a contest depends
on different factors, such as the number of participants, their level of engagement as well as
the quality of their contributions, this paper investigates the issues related to the design of a
contest and the management strategy to facilitate it. For example, sharing introductory
knowledge in order to help the participants to better comprehend the aim and nature of the
contest and of the different challenges; revealing the identity and status of the content
sponsors; using members of staff as contributors to “seed” the contest in the early stages;
gamifying the contest assigning scores and prizes, and so on.
In the case observed, these kinds of interventions seemed more likely to facilitate
participants’ experiences and support a sense-making process. Therefore, this paper may help
define guidelines for the purpose of maximising results of contest design.
Our core argument is that contest proponents or organisers of the contest event (“seekers”)
can reduce several factors of uncertainty, and therefore may influence participants’ decisions
to get involved via different strategies. In particular, in this paper, we study three factors
influencing the decisions of the participants (“solvers”) to become involved (and to what
extent) in a contest: (1) users’ level of contribution; (2) user behaviour; and (3) the quality of user
contributions.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we discuss the theoretical background of the
research, especially focusing on open innovation and crowdsourcing. Then, we outline the
method adopted for the study before presenting the main results and their discussion. Finally,
we offer conclusive remarks and end the paper outlining future work.

2.

Theoretical background

The research on Open Innovation defined as “a distributed innovation process based on
purposively managed knowledge flows across organizational boundaries” (Chesbrough and
Bogers, 2014: 27) has moved from a firm-centric perspective to other innovation phenomena
not necessarily tied to it (Bogers et al., 2017: 9). Accordingly, Open Innovation research
includes the study of Knowledge Collaboration in Online Communities (Faraj, Jarvenpaa and
Majchrzak, 2011; Faraj et al., 2016) and practices such as Crowdsourcing (Leimeister et al., 2009;
Afuah and Tucci, 2012; Boudreau and Lakhani, 2013; Tucci, Afuah and Viscusi, 2018) oriented
to engage a collective intelligence (Malone and Bernstein, 2015; Malone, 2018) in finding
solutions or new ideas for innovation problems (Blohm et al., 2011) or policymaking and
participatory and deliberative processes (Aitamurto and Landemore, 2016).
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However, both online communities and crowdsourcing as ways of doing Open Innovation
have raised the question about the organising forms they eventually require or underpin, as
well as their novelty, if any (Buganza and Verganti, 2009; Siobhan, 2011; Puranam, Alexy, and
Reitzig, 2014; Biancani, McFarland and Dahlander, 2014; Dahlander and Piezunka, 2014;
Piezunka and Dahlander, 2018; Linus, Jeppesen, and Piezunka, 2019). In addition, the crowd in
“crowdsourcing” has been considered a subject of investigation for moving from talking about
“openness broadly, in the abstract” to “a more fine-grained, analytic nuance that is needed to
specify when certain forms or governance structures make sense, and when not—and what an
organization should be open to and why”, as pointed out by Felin et al. (2015: 132).
2.1.

Crowd dynamics and organising

Several articles have investigated how open innovation can foster knowledge sharing
(Buganza and Verganti, 2009) for example, through online communities (Fleming and
Waguespack, 2007; Faraj et al., 2011; Majchrzak, Jarvenpaa and Bagherzadeh, 2015). However,
the ‘fluidity’ (Faraj et al., 2011) regarding the traditional characteristics of a community have
raised questions on the dynamics that collective forms of collaboration may enact through
open innovation. Moreover, those dynamics have been empirically observed, for example, by
Marchegiani et al. (2020), who analyse initiatives set by a public administration for stimulating
collaboration and knowledge sharing through business social networks (BSN) of, for instance,
small and medium enterprises (SMEs).
Consequently, a stream of research has concentrated on understanding the different
dynamics that can lead from groups to online communities, or to open rather than closed
crowds in crowdsourcing challenges and idea competitions, that is, contests (Seidel, Langner
and Sims, 2016; Cross et al., 2017; Viscusi and Tucci, 2018; West and Sims, 2018; Sims and
Woodard, 2019). Moreover, the study of these dynamics in crowd-based problem solving has
focused attention on the factors having an impact on team performance in crowdsourcing.
Accordingly, these contributions connect the research on organising forms in crowdsourcing
to the stream of studies that investigate coordination in temporary groups (Valentine and
Edmondson, 2014) or the management and assembly of experts from the crowd (Retelny et al.,
2014; Valentine et al., 2017). Moreover, a stream of research relevant to our study is the one
interested in collaboration processes and team performance in crowdsourcing environments
with the aim of identifying the appropriate design of online environments for increasing the
level of performance. For example, Riedl and Woolley (2016: 397) have analysed the mediation
of some factors such as temporal burstiness of activity and information diversity on the effect
of skill and monetary incentives on team performance in crowdsourcing.
Taking these issues into account, the analysis of Crowd Dynamics in challenges or idea
competitions has been considered as relevant to identifying how the different configurations
(crowds, communities, groups) that may emerge from the activities and interactions of the
“solvers” may lower (or increase) “Crowd Capital”. Early conceptualised by Prpic and Shukla
(2013) and Prpić et al. (2015), we define “Crowd Capital” as the total number of crowd units having
a demonstrated effectiveness in idea generation or task achievement (Tucci, Viscusi and Gasparetto,
2016), where it is worth noting that the terms refer not necessarily only to the winning ideas
but also to the other propositions and capabilities that can be forgotten or lost in the different
phases of a crowdsourcing initiative.
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2.2.

Engagement in crowdsourcing

Engagement generally refers to involvement or commitment and, although having been
firstly considered as a construct related to employee motivation and organisational
performance, over the years it has also been analysed in multiple contexts and by different
approaches (Schaufeli, 2014). In this article, we are specifically interested in some specific
instances of the concept of “engagement”. On one hand, we consider the engagement of the
user when using technology (user engagement), defined as “a category of user experience
characterized by attributes of challenge, positive affect, endurability, aesthetic and sensory
appeal, attention, feedback, variety/novelty, interactivity, and perceived user control”
(O’Brien and Toms, 2008: 941); on the other hand, we derive from science, technology and
society (STS) studies the notion of citizen engagement for participation in public consultations
where “information is conveyed from members of the public to the sponsors of the initiative,
following a process initiated by the sponsor” (Rowe and Frewer, 2005: 255).
Taking these issues into account, Open Innovation communities have been investigated as to
their relationship with emergent mechanisms of leadership and engagement, especially
emphasising the role of trust, hierarchies, and the specific relevance of boundary spanners and
brokers to reinforce and unify the community itself (Fleming and Waguespack, 2007). When
adopting specific technological platforms—within or across different organisations—for Open
Innovation initiatives, the dimension of engagement shows the relevance of some factors
observed in the process of adoption of social media at the company level, such as the influence
of organisational culture and the style of leadership (Parry and Solidoro, 2013). However, a
different perspective emerges when considering crowdsourcing: the state-of-the-art literature
has identified different issues worth taking into account when designing challenges and
contests in order to support active participation and engagement; and these span from a focus
on characteristics—such as task specificity, degree of idea elaboration, organisational
appearance, timeline, incentives, and target group—to motivations related to learning, direct
compensation, self-marketing, and social motives (Leimeister et al. 2009: 202–206). Although
these are factors general enough to be applied (hypothetically) to any crowdsourcing initiative,
it is worth noting that most of the literature so far has focused attention on the private sector;
thus, in this paper, we aim to contribute to the research on engagement in crowdsourcing by
considering the specific patterns, mechanisms, and motivations (O’Brien and Toms, 2008) that
may emerge in conjunction with or autonomously to the engagement of the different actors
involved in crowdsourcing initiatives developed in the public sector with the aim of policy or
social innovation.
Fuger et al. (2017) have carried out an exploratory case study on communities engaged in
crowdsourcing initiatives for social innovation in developing countries in order to investigate
the differences between teams and individual community members and identify the distinct
levels of collaboration as well as the different roles in contributing to the initiatives and the
impact on team performance. Furthermore, Bonazzi et al. (2017) have proposed a model for
the assessment of the cost and effectiveness of the intersection between crowd and experts for
scenario planning in the public sector.
Thus, our contribution is a more fine-grained understanding of crowd engagement practices.
Considering the framework proposed by Storbacka et al. (2016), we observe how actors’
dispositions (i.e., initial motivations) relate to engagement, the configuration of engagement
properties (e.g., relational, informational, and temporal properties), the type of platform
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provision, and its eventual engagement-related network effects (i.e., the mechanisms of
supporting the engagement of participants).

3.

Method

This research project represents an exploratory case study (Yin, 2009), where we adopt
abductive reasoning (Bamberger, 2018) to the empirical exploration of patterns emerging from
the corpus of data. In particular, an exploratory abduction-based approach was chosen as the
primary mechanism to proceed, considering that we are studying a context that has specific
characteristics: a contest involving a community of practitioners organised by a professional
association together with a university department for both education and policy goals. The
abductive approach is due to the specific research subject and domain where we are
“confronted with puzzling facts, but unable to cleanly apply a theory or theoretical perspective
to readily explain them” (Bamberger, 2018: 4); therefore, we use the “pattern of results to
conceive a plausible explanation” (Bamberger, 2018: 4). Furthermore, abduction allows us to
move from the observation to the identification of patterns and the generation of plausible
explanations for the emergent organising practices of engagement in the specific domain of a
crowdsourcing initiative (contest) for practitioners in training, where extant state-of-the-art
theories (such as uncertain reduction theory) are considered as assumptions to be challenged
against the observation data or as post-hoc explanations (Bamberger, 2018; Robinson, 2019).
Taking these issues into account, we have built a unique dataset that includes both
quantitative and qualitative data (the text of the comments and interactions among the
participants). These latter data have been analysed through a qualitative research approach
for eliciting how different actors produce an account of their situated actions and make sense
of their participation in the contest as members of a crowd, of a community, or a specific group
to carry out the contest as an “organized artful practice” (Garfinkel, 1967: 11). Accordingly,
considering the focus on the emergent organising practices rather than on the organisation
promoting the challenges, in this article we adopt an ethnomethodological perspective
(Garfinkel, 1967) as a complement to abductive reasoning guiding the triangulation of data
and methods (Jick, 1979; Olsen, 2004).
For the data collection and analysis, three of the authors were directly involved in the
development of the challenges and acted as observers as well as collectors of the data through
the crowdsourcing online platform making up the final data set together with personal memos
and reflections. The corpus of data has been subsequently collaboratively analysed by all the
authors or subset of them from March to June 2020 through a series of Zoom sessions of 30
minutes average (approximately one session/month), where for any session at least one of the
two authors not directly involved in the challenges acted as critical external discussant. The
goal was to understand whether and how (through which procedures, patterns, or organising
forms) a social order is eventually produced in crowdsourcing and how the different actors
involved account for it.

4.

The study

The digital platform Crowdicity (Unimib.crowdicity.com, 2020) hosted from June 2019 to
December 2019 the project “Stati Generali della Formazione e del Lavoro” (General Assembly
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on Training and Work), a crowdsourcing experience designed for a large community of
professional trainers, planned and managed by University of Milano-Bicocca and AIF
Academy (Associazione Italiana Formatori), a broad representative association of Italian
professional trainers. The final goal of the initiative was the drafting of a wiki report or
community-based report and guidelines for policymaking: the “Libro Bianco della Formazione e
del Lavoro”, a White Book to be eventually presented to the Minister of Labor in which the
community of Italian trainers summarise the collective re-elaboration and analysis of the
present changes in society and in the workplace context and outline strategies and guidelines
for the future development of the training sector in Italy.

Figure 4.1. The interface of the crowdsourcing platform proposing the five competitive categories
(“challenges”)

The contest proposed five competitive categories (“challenges”, in Figure 4.1) around five
macro-themes related to changes in society and in the professional environment and,
therefore, as well as to the sector of vocational education and training: (1) culture, social capital
and territory; (2) digital transformation; (3) social innovation and new economies; (4) young people,
intergenerational relationships and multiculturalism; and (5) institutional value chain and life-long
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training. Introductory content was provided to help the participants to better understand the
nature of the challenges and reach a basic common knowledge.
4.1.

Roles and structure of the challenge

Participants were asked to post innovative ideas and solutions about the issues illustrated in
each one of the five challenges, and therefore discuss and comment on other users’ opinions
and eventually vote on the best solutions. Staff members actively contributed as facilitators
supporting and stimulating the discussion on the platform. Moreover, activities and
contributions of the participants were supervised by an editorial board that evaluated their
acceptability in terms of pertinence and relevance.
In Italy, trainers and vocational educators are required to attend professional courses offered
annually by certified agencies that are authorised to provide the qualifications needed for the
profession. AIF Academy is one of the agencies providing the qualification, and for this reason
trainers who took part at the “Stati Generali” project were able to apply for their
qualification/certificate. To quantify the level of engagement on the participants, it was
decided to assign a score to the different activities each user would perform on the platform:
post an idea, comment on other ideas, and vote for preferences. Upon reaching a
predetermined score, the qualification was assigned to the participants. The three authors
involved as observers could detect that the motivation of the crowd was linked both to the need
to acquire a qualification, and to the interest in an uncommon professional experience in the
form of knowledge sharing and social learning.
Each challenge remained open for approximately five weeks and was structured in different phases:
(1) Pre-start (some introductory content was uploaded onto the crowdsourcing platform by
the editorial board); (2) Agora (ideas were proposed by the participants and put on display);
(3) Atelier (most voted ideas were selected, discussed, and eventually those judged more
interesting by the crowd were selected and refined through a co-creation session; (4) The
challenge was closed (no more ideas or comments could be uploaded); (5) Follow-up (ideas
and discussions content were edited in order to be included in the community-based
report/White Book).
4.2.

Trend of contributions

The number of users who subscribed to the platform continued to increase gradually until
the closure of the project (end of December 2019), when their total number reached 261. For
the duration of the crowdsourcing event, the staff’s activity was fundamental: 20 staff
members—called “facilitators”—actively contributed by supporting and stimulating the
discussion on the platform.
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Users (261) and facilitators (20) contributions (ideas+comments) and relative
trends
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Figure 4.2.1. Trend of contributions by users and facilitators.

Looking at the trend of users’ activity on the platform (ideas and comments posted), we
observed an initial period of two months (June and July) with few contributions posted (this
was also due to the lower number of users who had subscribed to the platform compared to
those in the following months. From September 2019 onwards, however, activity was much
more intense, with peaks of about 60 contributions per day. As shown in Figure 4.2.1, starting
from September, users’ contribution increased, while the facilitators’ remained stable for the
entire duration of the online event.
Moreover, we have highlighted the presence of an incubation period, that is, this time frame
was necessary for users to learn how the platform worked and how to carry out the assigned
tasks, as well as to get familiar with the conceptual framework of each challenge and
therefore—in terms of interaction within the crowd—to reach a sufficient level of contributions
to fuel the discussion. During this incubation period, the number of ideas and comments
coming from the facilitators sometimes exceeded those of the users. After some weeks,
however, the discussion within the community was self-sustaining and the role of the staff
became more marginal. Figure 4.2.2 shows the ratio between facilitators’ and users’
contribution in each challenge. Looking at the trends, we can spot an increase of users’
contributions challenge after challenge (which were distributed in a temporal sequence), as
well as a decrease of intervention by the facilitators, until the ratio reached a stable equilibrium
(see for example, Challenge 5 in Figure 4.2.2).
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Facilitators and users contribution ratio during challenges
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Figure 4.2.2. Ratio between users’ and facilitators’ contribution for each challenge.

4.3.

Users’ level of contribution behaviour

Based on the analysis of the number of contributions posted (ideas, comments and likes) and
the type of interaction (content contributions and/or simple voting), users have been clustered
into different groups (Inactive; Passive; One-time contributor; Repeat contributor; Very active
contributor), as shown in Table 4.3.1:
User grouped by level of contribution
Total

Percentage

Inactive

no contributions and no votes

60

22.6%

Passive

no contribution, yes votes

62

23.4%

One-time contributor

1 or 2 contributions

40

16.1%

Repeat contributor

from 3 to 10 contributions

63

24.1%

Very active contributor

up to 10 contributions

36

13.8%

261

100%

TOTAL
Table 4.3.1. Users grouped by level of contribution.

The Inactive type of user (22.6%) is characterised by inaction: neither writing of
ideas/proposals nor commenting on others’ ideas nor voting activities. The Passive user (23.4%)
is characterised by some voting (others’ ideas) activity but no contributions (writing ideas or
commenting). About a quarter of the crowd adopted this kind of behaviour. The One-time
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contributor (16.1%) is characterised by an exceptionally low level of activity; this type of user
may have contributed to the overall discussion once or twice and represents about a quarter
of the crowd. The Repeat contributor showed a moderate level of contribution behaviour
(posting from three to ten ideas and/or commenting). For the contribution behaviour, this user
is positioned above the One-time contributor, but below the Very active Contributor, this latter
being characterised by a high level of commenting behaviour and a high level of contribution
behaviour. Repeat contributor (24.1%) and Very active Contributor (13.8%) together represent
well over one-third of the crowd.
It is also interesting to observe how these clusters changed over time. Figure 4.3.1 shows the
relative size of clusters at the end of each month of the crowdsourcing event (excluding
August, during which activities were suspended for summer holidays). On one hand, it is clear
that the general trend does not show significant shifts. A possible explanation can be traced
back to the incoming motivations and expectations: many users took part in the
crowdsourcing event to obtain the professional qualification certificate, while others
participated because they were interested in the topics discussed online and in the networking
opportunities. Since the incoming motivations of most of the participants were sharp and clear
(the attainment of the professional qualification/certificate), this may be put in relation with
the decrease of inactive and passive users (the two merged categories changed from 55.3% to
46%), as well as the increase of repeat contributors from 19.1% to 24.1%, towards the end of the
crowdsourcing event.

Percentage trend of clustered contribution levels for each month (excluding
August)
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Figure 4.3.1. Trends in level of contribution during the crowdsourcing initiative Stati Generali.

4.4.

Quality of the contributions

For the quality of the contributions, there was a wide variety of ideas and comments, some
in line with the objectives of the project, others less so. We scored the quality of the
contributions by levels of pertinence and relevance. Three researchers comprised the
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evaluation committee, and each evaluated all the comments and ideas posted. The researchers
had to assign a score to each contribution, using a Likert scale measuring the relevance and
pertinence of the contribution. The final score of each contribution was an average of the three
researchers’ scores.
As for the pertinence of the contributions — that is, the fact of being causally related to, and
important, for the subject being considered in each challenge — we noted that only a relatively
small percentage of the contributions explicitly addressed the subject of the challenge, while
75.7% did it, although only implicitly. Moreover, 13.3% of the contributions were nonpertinent and therefore unrelated to the content of the challenge discussed.

Table 4.4.1. Quality of the contributions: Pertinence.

Considering the relevance of the contributions, here interpreted as the degree to which a
contribution is both useful and applicable to the scope of the challenge and the overall contest,
in Table 4.4.2, we see that over one-third of the contributions are out of scope and only 16.2%
highly relevant and therefore accurate and focused on training practices (which is the main
subject of the overall contest). Even if almost half (47.2 %) of the contributions were applicable
and generalisable, suggesting a positive accomplishment of the contest, most of the overall
contributions have been judged “not useful” and voted accordingly by the crowd (very useful
contributions score only 1%).

Table 4.4.2. Quality of the contributions: Relevance.

5.

Discussion

The results presented in the previous section show that crowdsourcing makes less relevant
the fact of having a community as the reference population of solvers subsequently involved
in challenges and contests. Thus, the crowd dynamics (Viscusi and Tucci, 2018) plays a key
role in the design of those initiatives, where it is important to distinguish between
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communities, crowds, and groups to map them into those dynamics. Indeed, it is worth noting
that groups can evolve toward either communities or crowds (Viscusi and Tucci, 2018),
contrary to the frequent overlapping of communities, crowds, and groups as interchangeable
when used in digital environment. Then, the results have shown that the number of active
contributors is lower than the one of inactive users or free riders, especially when they have a
different motivation than the one defined by seeker (in our case, the certification tied to a
simple participation to the contest makes less relevant providing the required policy
recommendations).
However, the shadow motivation seems to reinforce the self-selection mechanisms identified
as an important differentiating factor for crowdsourcing compared to communities that tends
to be value intensive and inclusive when members agree on shared values (Adler, 2015; Viscusi
and Tucci, 2018; West and Sims, 2018). On the learning side, the inclusion in the crowd of
seeker representatives (the facilitators) is interesting, facilitating the learning dynamics that
crowdsourcing may enact and the definition of the eventual “White paper” as a co-production
(Cordella et al., 2018) rather than an evaluation of the winning ideas. Also, the observation
about learning reported in our exploratory study is aligned with Nagle (2008: 569), who has
empirically shown how organisations learn by contributing “as they receive feedback from the
crowd of more experienced users and are therefore able to better capture value from using the
goods”. In our case, we observed a phase of stimulus where the facilitators exhibited higher
expertise, followed by emergent higher expertise from self-selected members of the crowd,
eventually resulting in a co-production of the final solutions. Finally, the lower degree of
pertinence and relevance of the proposed solutions, on one hand, shows again a prominence
of self-selection in crowdsourcing and it would require further analysis to see whether the
non-pertinence/irrelevance of the ideas is contingent or else generalisable. This is a key issue
for looking at the crowd capital of the contest and how many ideas could be otherwise relevant
in other challenges with different goals.
Taking the above issues into account, the study could contribute to the debate on
crowdsourcing by both underlining some important governance factors involved and
providing empirical evidence of the link between management strategies and crowdsourcing
success (in terms of the number of participants/solvers and value of the content gathered).
Uncertainty reduction theory (URT) provides a useful perspective on the interaction process
between proponents (seekers) and participants (solvers), as it helps us to understand the
different types of ambiguity that drive participants’ behaviour as well as the role of feedback
and information seeking from peers and supervisors and their relationships of with them
(Callister, Kramer and Turban, 1999). Also, considering other reduction models based
relational demography, uncertainty may be related to the demographic characteristics of the
workgroup and its norms—for example, how to find an appropriate conversational style, or
about how to behave in the workgroup; uncertainty can also be instrumental, therefore related
to being unsure of what resources are needed for goal achievement (Chattopadhyay et al.,
2011).
This article has the potential to contribute to further developing the distinctions between
communities, crowds, and groups as emergent dynamics in crowdsourcing (challenges,
topics, etc.) in their actual context. Also, we argue that our research may provide an
understanding of whether and how (through which procedures, patterns, or organising forms)
a social order is eventually produced in crowdsourcing. This contribution is based on looking
at sense-making as a complement to the management literature that often aims to identify
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factors of individual or team performance in crowdsourcing. Finally, considering that
ambiguity and uncertainty occasions sense-making at an organisational level (Weick, 1995: 91;
Weick, Sutcliffe and Obstfeld, 2005), in our case those elements were strictly related to the
organisational context of the challenge, both established by boundaries of institutions running
the contest and emergent from the interactions of the participants to the context. Thus, we
argue that URT may provide an additional complementary lens for understanding how the
different actors make sense of their participation in the contest as members of a crowd,
community, or a specific group and how they make use of information to make their
interactions with potential strangers evolve within those forms of collectives.
Regarding limitations, our investigation, as presented in this paper, provides an exploratory
view on the main issues emerging from the study of an idea contest such as the one we
observed. Nevertheless, the results provide a grounded perspective on the main emerging
elements worth considering in a further theoretical framework oriented to hypothesis testing.
Thus, further research is in progress and we will be able to gather other data in order to test
hypotheses and/or carry out other analyses. Moreover, future work will be also oriented to an
investigation aimed at a more refined understanding of the “opportunism dynamics” in
participation, for this scope, another component of the corpus data will be implemented with
interviews with the organisers and evaluators of the contest considered in the case study as
well as memos from the observation of the evaluation setting.

6.

Conclusion

In this paper, we study two factors influencing the decision of the participants (solvers) to
get involved (and to what extent) in a contest and the value perceived in participating (i.e.,
quality of the problem articulation, additional contextual information revealed, the status of
the contest proponents). We argue that these factors affect crowdsourcing performance,
measured in terms of participants’ behaviour and quality of the content produced. The
literature on crowdsourcing associated with Open Innovation has identified different issues
worth taking into account when designing challenges and contests to support active
participation and engagement; nevertheless most of the literature has focused attention on the
private sector, thus, in this paper, we aim to contribute to the research on the specific patterns
and mechanisms to engage an online community in crowdsourcing that could be adopted
when crowdsourcing initiatives are developed in the public sector for policy or social
innovation.
The analysis of the case study suggests how contest proponents (seekers) can reduce several
factors of uncertainty and influence participants’ decisions to get involved by means of
management strategies (i.e., selecting problems where sufficient introductory knowledge is in
so that knowledgeable participants can recognise and understand the challenges; revealing
identity and status of the content sponsors; using members of staff as contributors at the early
stage; assigning scores and prizes, etc.).
The study contributes to the debate on crowdsourcing by both underlining some important
governance factors involved and providing empirical evidence of the link between
management strategies and crowdsourcing success.
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